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The faithful have gathered at The Gov for their once-a-year treat. This evening will be 
number 21 in a series of (almost) annual performances from the abundantly talented 
Ronnie Taheny and her musical cohorts. The Taheny True Believers are expecting 
something special; this year’s show is the official launch of Start! – the new album. 
The stage is decorated with a scheme that matches the CD’s artwork; this adds to the 
sense of occasion. 

Once the usual introductions are out of the way, the audience greets the dynamic and 
delightful Taheny as she makes her way to the piano. Without any fuss, the show gets 
underway with two songs from the new record. Both Go and Beg are indications that 
the album won’t be a huge change in style – they are extremely well-crafted in terms 
of music and lyric. The words are never dull; it doesn’t matter if she’s being literal or 
figurative, Taheny is an entertaining listen. She moves from piano to guitar and offers 
That’s Jesus. 

Ben Ford-Davies, who has been working with Taheny for a couple of years now, joins 
her on stage and the duo presents three more songs from the new album. The very 
groovy Pardon from Paris is first, Irana’s Lullaby features a lovely sit-down four-
handed piano duet, and the yearning sentiment of Wasting My Time is a similar 
arrangement. Ford-Davies then assumes a solo persona and plays a few songs from 
his new album, Papillon. The plaintive The Right Time is followed by Water Song, 
and the solo bracket concludes with You Are the One. This trio of numbers offers a 
glimpse of the wide-ranging talents possessed by Ford-Davies. He switches moods as 
readily as he switches between piano and guitar. Taheny rejoins the action and the 
duo finish the first half of the evening’s show with the anthemic Papilio Ulysses. It’s 
been an impressive first stanza. 

After a lengthy interval, Taheny reappears behind the piano and begins the second set 
with two older songs, Photograph and the powerful Trade. Then, it is time for a staple 
of the annual live show, the spoken-word A Darcy Before I Die. As expected, it goes 
down a treat. Ford-Davies, on guitar, plays Just A Man and the funky Victim Of 
Society before introducing Jarrad Payne and Felicity Freeman to the stage, on drums 
and bass respectively. After the trio performs Ford-Davies’ Still A Boy, Taheny 
completes the quartet and the show begins its slow-burning move towards its climax, 
beginning with the catchy This Road Together.  The band rocks out with Toyland, 
before moving into the almost-spiritual territory of Ready. It’s time for Ford-Davies to 
assume lead vocal duties on In the City, and then comes The Thinker. An upbeat 
Babel provides the pretend end-of-the-show moment, and then it is time for an encore 
that ensures folks will leave The Gov sated and happy. Guardian Angel and a pacy 
reprise of Go showcase all the evening’s talent, before Taheny and Ford-Davies end 
proceedings gently with a reworked duet version of Versailles. 



This show has been a little different from the usual Saturday night serving; rather than 
begin with a designated opening act, Taheny has incorporated Ford-Davies into the 
main body of the concert. And rightly so; Ford-Davies has been a major contributor to 
Start! and this approach to the programming has met with approval from those 
present. Taheny and company have, once again, put on a fabulous evening’s 
entertainment that has demonstrated the breadth of talent possessed by one and all.  
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